
Sweetheart 1301 

Chapter 1301: stupid woman, you’re so attentive today 

  

a week later, luo chenxi received a call from fan yinghua, the producer of ‘a magnificent turn’. she was 

informed that the preliminary preparations for the movie had been completed and all the actors would 

be joining the crew in a few days. 

” miss xingchen, i know you’re busy, but the schedule of the crew is also quite tight. i hope you can find 

some time … ” 

due to luo chenxi’s status, fan yinghua spoke to her cautiously. 

luo chenxi did not take it to heart. ” don’t say that, president fan. since i’ve signed a contract with the 

production team and taken over the role of the fashion design director, these are all my responsibilities. 

i’ll do my best to do my job well. ” don’t worry, i’ll definitely be on time.” 

fan yinghua heaved a sigh of relief. 

he was worried that luo chenxi, as the mu family’s young mistress, would be like a rich young lady who 

came to the entertainment industry for fun. she would like to put on airs and enjoy her privileges by 

refusing to cooperate with the production team. in the end, the facts proved that he was overthinking. 

luo chenxi was in a dilemma the moment she hung up the phone. 

according to the contract she had signed with the ” gorgeous turn ” crew, she had to spend at least 60 

days with the crew to prepare and guide them. 

for the sake of the effect, the shooting location of ” gorgeous turn ” was not in T city, but in the most 

prosperous imperial city in the country. 

in other words, she would have to live outside with the crew. 

for the sake of work, this difficulty was just a piece of cake. it could not even be considered a difficulty. 

however, the main issue was that she was already married to mu yichen now … 
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young master mu was a very clingy man. usually, when she got off work a little late, he would call her 

several times and even drive to pick her up personally. if he knew that she was going to live outside for 

two months … wouldn’t he turn the world upside down? 

moreover, luo chenxi suddenly recalled that she was in a cold war with mu yichen over the failure of her 

second marriage proposal when she signed the contract with the production team of ‘magnificent turn’. 

that was why she had never mentioned this matter to mu yichen until now … 

this, this, this … could he have broken some family rule again? 



luo chenxi shuddered in secret. in order to prevent her sore back and weak legs from happening again, 

she decided to strike first. 

hence, luo chenxi cooked a table full of dishes that night, especially a super large sweet and sour fish. 

she placed it at the most conspicuous spot in front of mu yichen. 

at the same time, they also sent out xiao tuanzi. 

seeing this, the two elders of the mu family also took the initiative to go out and play with their friends, 

leaving the young couple some space. 

as soon as young master mu returned home from work, he was warmly received by the mother and 

daughter. 

“hubby, you’ve worked hard. let me help you hang your clothes.” 

” daddi, it’s been hard on you. i’ll get you your slippers. ” 

mu yichen did not smile when he saw the toady smiles on the two similar little faces. on the contrary, he 

frowned slightly. 

“stupid woman, you’re so attentive today … did you break some family rules again? are you afraid i’ll 

teach you a lesson?” 

luo chenxi felt a chill down her spine. 

this man … did he have to be so smart? 

she hurriedly coughed twice and said,”ahem, what are you thinking?” i just feel that … i feel that you’ve 

been working really hard recently. you have to deal with the company’s matters and help me find 

mommy. that’s why … that’s why i wanted to comfort you!” 

mu yichen’s gaze lingered on her palm-sized face for a while. he felt that something was amiss. 

however, he didn’t say much. he changed into slippers and walked into the villa. 

Chapter 1302: luo chenxi, do you still have a husband in your heart? 

  

this stupid woman … the only thing missing from her face is “guilty in heart”! 

did she think he couldn’t tell? 

however, if his wife and daughter were so well-behaved, wouldn’t it be a loss if he didn’t enjoy them? 

mu yichen seemed to be in a good mood the entire night. luo chenxi observed his expression and 

thought that her efforts to please her husband had paid off. she then carefully told him that she was 

going to the set. 

mu yichen’s expression changed at once.”stupid woman, what did you say? you’re going to be a 

permanent member of the crew? in a few months?” 



“it’s not a few months, it’s … it’s two months. “besides, i’ve called director yan and he said that actors 

are allowed to leave the crew when they don’t have any scenes of their own. i think it’s the same for 

me, so i’ll go home when i have time to accompany you and tang tang …” 

“luo chenxi, do you think i don’t know? this is a fashion film, and you’re the fashion design director. you 

have to watch almost every scene personally, how can you leave? you’re not allowed to go!” 

mu yichen’s heart was filled with displeasure. 

he was already feeling aggrieved that he could not hold a wedding with this stupid woman because he 

could not find lu wenjun. 

however, he felt a little more comfortable when he thought about luo chenxi accompanying him every 

day. 

whoever knew that this stupid woman was actually planning to leave him at home and go to another 

city to work? 

“luo chenxi, do you still have a husband in your heart? do you have a daughter? it’s not like the mu 

family can’t afford to support you. do you still need to go out and work? if you don’t feel safe, i can 

transfer all the shares of the mu group under my name to you. you can just stay at home and count 

money every day, don’t go to work.” 
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luo chenxi was so angry that she almost laughed upon hearing that. 

“mu yichen, can you be more reasonable? it’s my dream to be a fashion designer, not for money! before 

we got our marriage certificate, you said you would support my career. have you forgotten? “also, 

designing costumes for the production team means that i’m supposed to be a permanent member of 

the production team. even if i don’t say it, you should know. we’ve already signed the contract, how can 

we break it?” 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and his expression darkened. he rejected her in a simple and crude 

manner,”no, there’s no room for discussion!” 

“you …!” 

luo chenxi was exasperated. she had no choice but to use her final trump card. 

she clenched her teeth in secret. she suddenly stretched out her arm and wrapped it around mu 

yichen’s neck. her entire body was leaning toward him. 

a fair and delicate little face came in front of the man, and she whispered coquettishly, ” hubby, just let 

me go. ” it’s only been two months. it’ll pass by in the blink of an eye.” 

mu yichen’s adam’s apple moved up and down uncontrollably when he sensed the little woman’s sweet 

scent. however, he still spoke in a tough tone, ” stupid woman, let me tell you. it’s useless to act cute. 

you’re not tang tang. ” 

“oh? was it? is it really useless?” 



luo chenxi blinked and suddenly let go of mu yichen’s arm. 

the soft and warm fragrance in his arms disappeared in an instant, making mu yichen feel 

uncomfortable at once. he instinctively wanted to reach out and pull her back. 

however, he suppressed the urge forcibly when he realized that this would mean that he had agreed to 

let luo chenxi join the production team. 

no, at a time like this, he must not be soft-hearted! 

however, mu yichen had not even made up his mind for a second when he shifted his gaze toward the 

petite woman not far away. his heart suddenly stopped beating for a beat! 

luo chenxi’s coat fell to the ground, revealing the red, hollowed-out pajamas underneath. 

Chapter 1303: this is a matter of principle! 

  

even though luo chenxi was a fashion designer herself and she had done quite a number of bold designs 

before, her fashion style was still relatively conservative. 

the last time luo chenxi wore such sexy clothes was half a year ago when she was threatened by luo 

chenxin to leave the mu family. 

at that time, luo chenxi thought that she would never see mu yichen again. hence, she went all out and 

took the initiative to put on her close-fitting and hollow pajamas to look for mu yichen. she wanted to 

spend her last unforgettable night without any regrets. 

luo chenxi was like a little vixen who had descended from the sky that night. mu yichen could not forget 

about her no matter what. he wanted to experience it once again. 

hence, young master mu sent his stupid woman countless sets of pajamas of various styles after the 

incident. he even came up with various reasons to coax her into wearing them. however, luo chenxi did 

not take the bait. 

at present, mu yichen’s deep, cold, and stern black eyes were fixed on luo chenxi when he saw such a 

sexy and enchanting woman appearing before him out of the blue. he could not even bear to blink his 

eyes. 

luo chenxi’s skin was extremely fair and tender, just like a baby’s. on normal days, a slight rub would 

cause a faint bruise. 

under the contrast of the bright red, her skin was as white as snow, and her whole body seemed to be 

glowing. 

the unique cut of the pajamas perfectly outlined her slender collarbones, her thin waist, and her long, 

slender legs … 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips curled up ever so slightly upon seeing that. ” hubby, do you like the 

pajamas i’m wearing today? ” 



“stupid woman, you’re playing with fire!” 

mu yichen clenched his teeth in secret. his breathing turned heavy in an instant. 
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he stretched out his hand and clasped luo chenxi’s waist. he pulled her into his arms without giving her a 

chance to explain herself. 

he lowered his head and pressed his lips against the little woman’s pink lips. 

however, luo chenxi quickly covered his mouth before he could even touch the softness. 

“wait, honey, what do you say about what i’ve discussed with you?” she opened her big, charming eyes 

and stared at the man in front of her. 

mu yichen frowned ever so slightly. it took him a few seconds before he recalled what luo chenxi was 

referring to. 

his rationality returned to normal for a moment. ” no, that’s impossible. you listen to me … ” 

“is it really impossible?” luo chenxi’s petite face fell and she revealed a disappointed expression. 

her expression made mu yichen feel a little guilty. 

however, since he had already thrown out such harsh words, young master mu felt that he couldn’t be 

soft-hearted and slap his own mouth. 

“chenxi, it’s not that i’m against your work. how about this, if you like to make movies, i’ll personally 

invest in one next time. it’ll be shot in T city …” 

young master mu thought that he couldn’t be soft-hearted, but when he opened his mouth, it 

unconsciously turned into coaxing. 

however, before he could finish his sentence, he suddenly felt a wet and hot touch on his ear. 

his entire body stiffened and realized that the little woman in his arms had already taken the initiative to 

lean closer to him and blew a breath into his ear. at the same time, while he was in a daze, a pair of 

small hands had already deftly unbuttoned his shirt in front of his chest and touched his strong and firm 

pectoral muscles. 

“hubby, are you really not going to consider it? hmm?” 

” no… ” mu yichen still wanted to put up a last-ditch struggle. 

this was a matter of principle! 

he didn’t believe it. he had always had self-control and would never compromise because of the 

temptation of a woman! 

Chapter 1304: seems like i’ve gone a little overboard? 

  



however, the flag that mu yichen secretly raised only lasted less than half a minute. 

luo chenxi’s petite face turned cold when she heard the man rejecting her once again. she pushed mu 

yichen’s chest forcefully. 

young master mu was trying his best to fight against the heat that was constantly surging up and was 

completely unprepared. he was directly pushed to the side by her and almost fell to the ground. 

fortunately, he reacted in time and held on to the bed railing to stabilize his body. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi had already seized the opportunity to stand up. 

she bent down to pick up her coat from the floor, but she did not put it on immediately. instead, she 

turned around and walked out of the door in her sexy pajamas. 

“stupid woman, you …” 

young master mu’s face darkened, and he was about to teach this stupid woman who didn’t take her 

husband seriously. 

however, when she raised her head, the words that were on the tip of her tongue were swallowed back. 

this was because he suddenly realized that luo chenxi’s pajamas were not only alluring and alluring at 

the front, but there was also something else at the back. 

the back of the pajamas was a deep v-shape, and the gap opened all the way below the waistline, 

completely exposing the snow-white skin on the back. 
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luo chenxi’s perfectly-shaped butterfly bone was also completely revealed. 

as she walked out of the door in a hurry, her slender waist twisted and her long legs swayed. 

mu yichen was stunned for a second before he growled softly,”luo chenxi, stop right there! you’re not 

even responsible for putting out the fire you started, and you’re just leaving like that?” 

luo chenxi walked slowly on purpose so that she could wait for mu yichen to stop her. 

hearing his flustered and exasperated voice, she didn’t even turn her head and said in an innocent tone, 

” “didn’t you say that it’s useless for me to act cute and spoiled? alright, i know it’s useless since you 

rejected me without even thinking about it. i … i won’t bother you then. i … i’d better go back to my 

room and call chief sheng and ask him to pick a new design director …” 

mu yichen was already feeling frustrated because his wife had made him angry. in the end, he heard luo 

chenxi say that she was going to give sheng yu a call. 

the last string of reason in his mind instantly snapped. 

he could not bear it any longer. he stood up immediately and dashed to luo chenxi’s back in one big 

stride. he lifted her up horizontally in his arms. 

“mu yichen, what are you doing? let me go!” 



luo chenxi stomped her two long legs and struggled ‘hard’. 

mu yichen’s strong and powerful arms tightened around her. he firmly suppressed the petite woman’s 

resistance in his arms and tossed her onto the bed. 

luo chenxi straightened her back in an attempt to get up, but the flustered and exasperated man 

pressed down on her shoulder and pushed her back. 

“mu yichen, what are you doing? i don’t want to play with you anymore. let me go. i want to call chief 

sheng …” 

the gloominess in mu yichen’s dark eyes deepened when he heard the little woman mention sheng yu 

again. 

he grabbed the woman’s wrists with one hand and reached for his waist with the other to unbuckle his 

belt. 

then, he tied luo chenxi’s wrists to the head of the bed with a belt. 

“mu … mu yichen, you … what do you want … you … you … let go of me … mmph!” 

luo chenxi felt a grip on her wrist. she was shocked. she raised her head and saw mu yichen’s cold, 

handsome face. his eyes were filled with irrepressible flames. 

her heart skipped a beat as she realized that something was not right. 

it seemed like … it seemed like he had gone a little overboard? 

according to her plan, mu yichen should have nodded and agreed to her request to join the production 

team after being provoked by her. 

Chapter 1305: the little white rabbit can’t beat the big bad wolf 

  

who knew that after young master mu’s vinegar bucket was overturned, he would actually become such 

a beast. 

he didn’t say a word and just tied her up without a care. 

mu yichen tied her up and stood by the bed. he quickly took off the crumpled shirt on his body. 

a body that was extremely masculine and charming appeared before luo chenxi’s eyes in a split second. 

she had a broad shoulder and a narrow waist, an inverted triangle figure, honey-colored smooth skin, 

and every inch of muscle line was so perfect, full of strength … 

luo chenxi swallowed her saliva in secret. her breathing became slightly rapid. 

she only came to her senses when mu yichen strode onto the bed with his long legs. 

what time was it now? she, she, she … why was she bewitched by this man again? 

the most important thing now was … proper business! serious business! 



luo chenxi cleared her throat hastily and made a last-ditch effort. ” hubby, listen to me first. we’re … 

mmm! ” 

however, mu yichen did not give her a chance to speak again. he sealed her lips with his. 

” stupid woman, it seems that i haven’t taught you enough recently. it’s time for you to remember the 

mu family’s rules. also, whose woman are you … ” 
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“wuwuwuwu!” 

the poor little white rabbit wanted to dig a hole for the big bad wolf to jump in, but who knew that the 

big bad wolf would be so fierce that he directly pounced on her and gnawed on her. 

moreover, it was gnawing and gnawing, gnawing and gnawing, gnawing over and over again. 

in the beginning, luo chenxi could still remember her purpose for today. she tried her best to speak in an 

attempt to make herself clear when the man let go of her. 

however, every time she wanted to open her mouth, she would be blocked by the man’s hot and 

aggressive kiss. 

her mind was in a mess, and she could only follow the rhythm of the man on top of her, floating and 

sinking … 

the light outside the curtains dimmed and brightened. she did not know how many hours had passed. 

mu yichen only let go of her after a long, long time. 

luo chenxi was so exhausted that she could not even lift a finger. she fell asleep within seconds as soon 

as she was released. 

before she fell asleep, she seemed to hear the man’s familiar and deep voice. ” stupid woman, i’ve said 

it before. you’ve started a fire yourself, so you have to be responsible for extinguishing it! ” 

“wuwuwu, you beast!” 

luo chenxi could not refrain herself from cursing even in her sleep. 

it was all her fault for not learning chinese well since she was young. she only understood today what it 

meant to ask a tiger for its skin! 

…… 

luo chenxi had been unconscious for a very long time. when she woke up, her entire body was aching. 

she looked out of the window and saw that the sky was already bright. she quivered and quickly sat up. 

however, the moment she exerted force, she almost screamed and fell back onto the bed. 

“mu yichen … he’s a beast!” 



luo chenxi’s petite face turned pale when she recalled the incident last night. she wished that she could 

tear the man who was acting recklessly into pieces! 

after all that, she didn’t even get the approval of the stinky man before she was completely eaten clean. 

luo chenxi felt suffocated. she forced herself to sit up. when she saw the nightgown on the ground that 

had already been torn into pieces, she gave it a strong kick. 

if she were to wear such pajamas again in the future, she would take on mu yichen’s last name! 

luo chenxi washed up quickly before she went downstairs in quick strides and dashed to the dining 

room. 

in the end, he missed. 

even though it was breakfast time, mu yichen was not at the dining table. in fact, even xiao tuanzi was 

not there. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. before she could snap back to her senses, she heard tan yueru 

greeting her warmly, ” “daughter-in-law, you’re finally awake. i was just about to get someone to call 

you. don’t you have to report to the crew today? don’t be late.” 

Chapter 1306: the young mistress of the mu family is really arrogant 

  

luo chenxi was truly stunned for a moment upon hearing his words. 

“what? report today? no, mom, you’re wrong. it’s the day after tomorrow …” 

“wrong?” tan yueru was also stunned. after looking at her phone, she continued, ” “i don’t think so? i 

remember you saying that you’ll be reporting on the 15th …” 

” yes, it’s on the 15th, but today’s not the 13th … ” luo chenxi took a glance at tan yueru’s mobile phone 

subconsciously when she was halfway through her sentence. she was immediately stunned. 

today … today was really the 15th! 

could it be that she had been pestered by that man who had no restraint for three days and three 

nights? 

no wonder she could vaguely remember that mu yichen had woken her up to eat something when she 

was in the middle of her sleep. she thought that it was a dream, but she did not expect it to be true! 

luo chenxi had an extremely unpleasant expression on her face, but tan yueru, who had been a guest at 

her friend’s house for three days, did not know why. 

she glanced at luo chenxi in confusion and said, ” “daughter-in-law, are you worried about tang tang? 

it’s okay, tang tang heard that you’re going to earn money to buy her new clothes and she’s very happy. 

this morning, her father sent her to kindergarten. i’ll help to take care of her, so you just focus on your 

work.” 

luo chenxi returned to her senses and thanked tan yueru. 



she wanted to settle the score with mu yichen, but time did not allow it. 

it was confirmed that today was the 15th, and there were less than two hours left before reporting in. 
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besides eating, she still had to pack her luggage … 

however, as soon as she finished eating, aunt chen came over and told her that she needed to bring her 

luggage to the set. young master mu had already asked aunt chen to pack it for her. it was all in the car, 

and she could leave immediately. 

“at least he has some conscience!” luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief. she did not think too much about it 

and got into the sports car immediately. 

after rushing to the airport, they were still five minutes away from the agreed meeting time. 

” i’m sorry, director yan, president fan. i … i had some family matters to attend to, so i’m late. i’m sorry 

for making everyone wait. ” luo chenxi apologized. 

fan yinghua quickly said, ” everyone would be surprised. anyway, we’re gathering early. it doesn’t 

matter if we’re late by five minutes. ” 

the rest of the staff also expressed that it was fine. 

it was not a big deal to be late by this time. moreover, judging from luo chenxi’s appearance, they knew 

that she had rushed over in a hurry and was not deliberately delaying the time. most of the people put 

themselves in her shoes and would not be harsh on her. 

however, in the midst of this harmonious atmosphere, someone still let out a cold snort. 

“as expected of the mu family’s young mistress, she’s really arrogant. you’re late on your first day in the 

crew. are you trying to give all of us a bad impression? i’ve only heard of popular celebrities being 

arrogant and being late, but this is the first time i’ve seen a fashion design director being arrogant.” 

luo chenxi turned her head when she heard the voice. she realized that the person who spoke was 

zhong xiuna, the female lead of the film who played the leading role, huo daining. 

this actress could be considered a popular idol. she had good resources as soon as she started acting. 

she took on the female lead role in several big productions. after a large amount of money, she was 

really popular. 

however, although she was famous, she was not a professional actress. if she became the female lead 

directly, her shortcomings in acting would be exposed. 

the videos of her awkward acting had been circulating on the internet. 

luo chenxi was rather dissatisfied when she heard that zhong xiuna had been chosen as the female lead 

earlier. she felt that the divine piece of work in her heart would be ruined if it was played by such an 

actress. 



however, she was only a designer, after all. the casting had nothing to do with her, so she couldn’t 

intervene. 

luo chenxi furrowed her brows slightly. she took a glance at zhong xiuna but did not say anything. she 

just ignored her. 

Chapter 1307: it’s fine to offend me, right? 

  

there were many female stars who had shot to fame at such a young age, and many of them had their 

eyes on the top of their heads. zhong xiuna’s personality was not uncommon. 

however, luo chenxi was a little surprised that most of the people in the production team were aware 

that she was the young madam of the mu family. moreover, she was only a fashion designer who 

worked behind the scenes. she would not fight with these actors for the spotlight. under normal 

circumstances, who would find trouble and offend her for no reason? 

just as she was feeling puzzled, she suddenly saw another sports car drive over, and a familiar figure 

alighted from it. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment before she frowned. 

it was fu jiatong! 

how could she be here? 

fu jiatong was wearing an exquisite and luxurious sl suit, holding a limited edition crocodile-skin bag in 

her hand, and wearing expensive jewelry around her neck. her posture made all the big-name female 

stars in the production team pale in comparison. 

in comparison, luo chenxi was dressed in only a pair of jeans and a sweater when she rushed over. she 

was too plain and did not look like the legendary young mistress of a wealthy family at all. on the 

contrary, she was no different from the ordinary crew members. 

while luo chenxi was still in a daze, fan yinghua noticed fu jiatong’s figure as well. she quickly walked 

over and secretly pulled luo chenxi to the side. 

” ahem, that … miss xingchen, i have to apologize to you. about this … about miss fu … ” 

luo chenxi’s expression was cold and gloomy. ” president fan, what do you mean by this? if i remember 

correctly, i’m the fashion design director who signed a contract with the crew, right? why did you call fu 

jiatong over? if you choose fu jiatong, then please pay the penalty fee and i’ll leave immediately!” 

fan yinghua immediately became nervous upon seeing luo chenxi’s change in expression. she nodded 

and bowed her head as she apologized profusely, ” “don’t, don’t, don’t … don’t! miss xingchen, you’ve 

misunderstood. our production team absolutely … absolutely has no intention of finding someone to 

replace you. what are you thinking?” 
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luo chenxi could tell that fan yinghua was not lying, but it did not dispel the doubts in her heart. 



“then what is fu jiatong doing here? don’t tell me that she’s become an actress now?” 

” no, miss xingchen, you … you have to listen to my explanation. ” 

fan yinghua wiped the cold sweat from her forehead and smiled apologetically. she said in a low voice, ” 

” i only got the news the day before yesterday. mr. president’s secretary personally called and said that 

he wants miss fu to intern at our production team … you also know that after we’ve filmed this movie, 

we’ll have to go through the review of the higher-ups before we can release it. the people in imperial … 

we really can’t afford to offend them! ” 

luo chenxi glanced at fan yinghua coldly. ” you can’t afford to offend that family in the capital, but it’s 

fine if you offend me, right? ” i don’t like to use my background to pressure people, but since we’ve 

already signed a contract, we should have some spirit of the contract!” 

fan yinghua cried out in her heart. 

of course, he was well aware that the production team could not afford to offend luo chenxi. putting 

everything else aside, the bosses behind the bai corporation films and the he family’s guangxi 

entertainment who invested in the film were good friends of the mu family’s young master. if they were 

to fire mrs. mu from the production team, would they not offend the investors as well? how could they 

continue filming then? 

however, he still had to consider whether the film would pass the vetting process, which was also very 

important. 

if it couldn’t be shown in china, the investment would be for naught. 

when fan yinghua noticed that luo chenxi was about to turn around and leave, she dashed toward her 

like an arrow and blocked her path. 

Chapter 1308: almost begging for help 

  

“miss xingchen, please don’t be like this. our crew can’t do without you! don’t worry, we’ve already 

spoken to the secretary. miss fu didn’t get selected because she wasn’t as good as her talent. so, even if 

she comes to our production team, she can only be your assistant and listen to your arrangements and 

commands. you don’t need to take her seriously!” 

although fan yinghua was a little slippery, afraid of offending people, and was like a two-faced grass on 

the wall, she was still very good at business. 

he was well aware that luo chenxi’s design standard was obviously a notch higher than fu jiatong’s. 

moreover, the difference in their level of professionalism was like the difference between heaven and 

earth. 

luo chenxi was the only one who could take on the position of the design director if the movie 

‘magnificent turn’ was to be shot into a classic masterpiece. this had nothing to do with the family 

backgrounds of both parties. it was purely decided by the ability and standard of the design department. 

therefore, he still had his own principles when it came to the selection of the design director. 



fortunately, the fu family didn’t dare to offend the mu family too much, so they readily accepted this 

condition. 

both sides took a step back and let fu jiatong enter the set. 

luo chenxi’s expression remained unpleasant. ” president fan, you make it sound so easy, but how could 

young miss fu possibly listen to my orders? ” you saw what was exposed on the internet last time. she’s 

not good enough, so she defamed the entire crew! for such a person to be in the crew, he was definitely 

a hidden danger! why didn’t you tell me about this earlier?” 

if she had told him earlier, she could have called fu linchen to question him, but now that they were 

about to leave, it was inappropriate to say anything. 

“aiyo, my great aunt! why didn’t i tell you? i’ve been calling you for the past two days, but … but no one 

picked up …” 

no… no one picked up the phone? 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment upon hearing fan yinghua’s words. soon after, a faint blush 

appeared on her face. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

for the past few days, she had been pressed down on the bed by a certain energetic and uncontrollable 

jealous man. she had been doing this and that, so where did she have the time to look at her phone? 

no wonder he missed fan yinghua’s call. 

when fan yinghua saw luo chenxi’s uncertain expression, she thought that luo chenxi was about to fall 

out with her. she was so close to begging her grandfather and grandmother. miss xingchen, please help 

me. ” if the movie could be released normally, everyone would benefit, wouldn’t they? besides, if you 

leave, fu jiatong will really become the design director. are you willing to accept that?” 

luo chenxi knew that fan yinghua was not wrong. 

it was such a good classic novel, adapted by the best scriptwriter in the country, and with such a strong 

team of directors … if it was ruined by fu jiatong, who had a terrible working attitude, she would not be 

willing to let it go. 

she thought for a moment and calmed down. ” fine, let fu jiatong stay on set, but i will work according 

to my own ideas and will not listen to her opinions. if there is a conflict, i will not give her face! ” 

“yes, yes, yes, i understand, i understand. that’s what i told the imperial capital. once you’re in the crew, 

everyone has to cooperate with everyone …” 

fan yinghua raised her hand again and wiped the sweat off her forehead. she finally heaved a sigh of 

relief. 

fortunately, luo chenxi was reasonable and magnanimous. she was not as overbearing and domineering 

as those ordinary young ladies from rich families. 

otherwise, he wouldn’t even know how to clean up the mess today. 



fan yinghua heaved a sigh of relief and thanked luo chenxi profusely. she left to make the boarding 

arrangements as the plane was about to take off. 

Chapter 1309: -actually helping an outsider 

  

luo chenxi was finally free. she took out her phone and was about to give mu yichen a call to denounce 

his unruly behavior. 

however, at this moment, a familiar figure walked towards her. 

fu jiatong stopped in front of her, a provocative smile on her face. 

“miss luo, you didn’t expect us to meet again so soon, did you?” 

luo chenxi had already regained her composure. she looked at her with a faint smile. ” i really didn’t 

expect that. i heard that miss fu wasn’t feeling well and had been sent back to the capital by young 

master fu to recuperate. how did you recover so quickly?” 

“you …!” fu jiatong’s expression changed slightly as she glared at luo chenxi. 

it was true that she had returned to the capital some time ago. however, the excuse of ‘recuperating 

from an illness’ was just an excuse she made up in order to save face. in reality, it was all thanks to luo 

chenxi! 

previously, in order to trample over luo chenxi and obtain the position of the fashion design director, 

she had discredited luo chenxi on purpose on the internet. she said that her designs did not live up to 

their reputation and that there was corruption involved in the crew’s interview. 

in the end, after the matter was exposed, her cousin, fu linchen, who had always doted on her, flew into 

a rage. after reprimanding her, he sent her back to the capital. 

thinking of this, fu jiatong was furious! 

what was brother yan thinking? he was actually siding with an outsider. he did not seize the opportunity 

to help her chase luo chenxi, this lowly person, out of the mu family. instead, he punished her for such a 

trivial matter! 

thankfully, uncle president still doted on her as usual. after her tearful complaints, he relented and 

allowed her to return to the production team … 

boxn ov el. c o m 

fu jiatong glared at luo chenxi fiercely. ” luo chenxi, don’t be smug too early! you should know very well 

what you relied on to become the design director! i won’t just let it go like this!” 

luo chenxi was not angered by his words. she only raised her brows, feeling slightly surprised. 

with fu jiawan’s arrogance, she had actually accepted fan yinghua’s conditions. even if she did not 

become the design director, she would still join the crew … 



moreover, she was already considered as luo chenxi’s assistant now. it was obvious that she did not 

have much status and power in the production team, yet her attitude was still so arrogant. 

this was definitely not normal! 

he wondered what this young lady fu was up to this time. 

luo chenxi was on her guard, but she remained calm and wore a faint smile on her face. 

“i became the design director because of my abilities! all the netizens in china knew this. speaking of 

which, i should be thanking you. if you didn’t kindly ask people to release the photos of the interview, i 

wouldn’t have gotten so much support!” 

hearing this, fu jiatong’s vision darkened and she almost fainted on the spot! 

this really touched on a sore spot! 

luo chenxi had stepped on her sore spot all at once. 

this was the most upsetting thing for fu jiatong. she had spent so much effort and bribed the designers 

who were auditioning together with her and the major media just so she could use public opinion to 

force luo chenxi to withdraw. 

he did not expect that it would have the opposite effect. 

in the beginning, when the candidate for the design director was announced, there were still many fans 

of the original work who were dissatisfied with luo chenxi. they felt that she was just a new designer. 

even if she had won the first prize in the chinese style competition in the past, she might not be 

competent enough for such an important position. she would ruin the divine work in their hearts. 

who would have known that the photos in fu jiatong’s hands would prove luo chenxi’s capability 

instead? 

Chapter 1310: she’s just a woman of lowly birth 

  

on the other hand, most of the fans of the original work had already accepted luo chenxi. in fact, many 

of them were even cheering for her on her weibo. 

the exposure of mrs. mu’s identity in addition to her position as the design director of ‘gorgeous turn’ 

had allowed luo chenxi to gain a few million fans. 

this allowed luo chenxi’s weibo fans to break through the ten million mark in one go. she had 

unknowingly leaped to become an out-and-out internet celebrity. 

even though luo chenxi rarely went on weibo, she would appear on the hot search on the same day 

when she was photographed by the media when she picked up her child or went shopping. 

every outfit she wore would become a target for the netizens to imitate. 

all of this was fu jiatong’s dream, not to mention that luo chenxi had even managed to hook up with the 

most perfect man in her heart, mu yichen! 



fu jiatong had been forced to stay at home by fu linchen during this period of time. when she saw all 

sorts of news about luo chenxi on the internet, the jealousy and hatred in her heart surged up like a tidal 

wave. 

she was just a lowly woman, what right did she have to fight with her, fu jiatong? 

are those netizens blind? 

at the thought of this, fu jiatong’s gaze toward luo chenxi turned even gloomier. 

“you’re just lucky! what are you so proud of? after joining the crew this time, your mediocre standard 

will be exposed sooner or later. i will definitely let director yan and the others see that my design 

standard is a few hundred times better than yours! luo chenxi, do you have the guts to compete with 

me?” 

fu jiatong’s provocative gaze landed on luo chenxi, but she only received a nonchalant glance from luo 

chenxi. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“why should i compete with you?” 

fu jiatong’s eyes lit up upon hearing that. ” luo chenxi, you’re really afraid! ” 

luo chenxi sneered coldly. ” miss fu, please get this straight. the interview is over. we’re no longer 

competitors. i’ll be your superior once you join the production team! you have to listen to my 

commands! there wasn’t a problem of competing or not. if you can’t cooperate with me, i can fire you 

from the crew!” 

fu jiatong’s face froze. she suddenly remembered that she had heard uncle president’s secretary 

mention this before she came. 

however, she did not take it to heart. 

in her opinion, as the daughter of the president’s house, if she lowered her status to join this small 

production team, wouldn’t they treat her like a princess? no matter what she said, would the crew dare 

to disobey her? 

she did not expect luo chenxi to consider herself as her superior! 

in an instant, fu jiatong’s face was twisted, and she only managed to say after a long time, ” “luo chenxi, 

don’t be too smug. just you wait!” 

with that, she turned around and strode away in her ten-centimeter high heels. 

luo chenxi looked at fu jiatong’s back thoughtfully as she walked toward zhong xiuna. the two of them 

started chatting as if they were very familiar with each other. 

it was only then that she realized why zhong xiuna didn’t like her. so, she was friends with fu jiatong? 

however, fu jiatong had always prided herself on her status and disdained ordinary people. to be able to 

be friends with her … could it be that zhong xiuna also had some kind of background? 



…… 

fu jiatong walked to zhong xiuna’s side. he was still angry. 

when zhong xiuna saw her gloomy face, she leaned over and said carefully, ” “jiatong, don’t be angry. 

why are you getting angry with a vixen who relies on men to get to the top? is she even worthy of 

making you angry? you’re the president’s favorite niece!” 

 


